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Executive Summary

This CM SAF report provides information on the validation of the CM SAF free tropospheric
humidity (FTH) edition 1.0 data set derived from MVIRI and SEVIRI observations onboard
the geostationary platforms METEOSAT2-5 and 7-9. The algorithm has been developed,
validated and used at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) and has been
successfully transferred into the operational and sustained processing environment at CM
SAF within a Research and Operations activity.
This report presents validation results for the FTH data set (CM-139, FTH_MVIRI) against
the recently updated radiosondes ARSA (Analysed RadioSounding Archive) and UTH (upper
tropospheric humidity) retrieved from AMSU-B and HIRS observations.
Based on the comparison of FTH from METEOSAT against the ARSA data, the average bias
and RMSD are -3.2% and 16.8%, respectively. The threshold requirements of bias and
RMSD as defined in AD-1 are met in ~100% and 93% of the cases, respectively. The bias is
in 32% of the cases within optimal requirement. The decadal stability is 0.5±0.45% and well
within target requirement. The relatively high degree of homogeneity has been confirmed by
comparison against UTH from HIRS and UTH from AMSU-B by considering yearly averages.
Though of high quality, the FTH climate data record will benefit from the availability of a
MVIRI/SEVIRI Fundamental Climate Data Record (FCDR).
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The EUMETSAT SAF on Climate Monitoring (CM SAF)

The importance of climate monitoring with satellites was recognized in 2000 by EUMETSAT
Member States when they amended the EUMETSAT Convention to affirm that the
EUMETSAT mandate is also to “contribute to the operational monitoring of the climate and
the detection of global climatic changes". Following this, EUMETSAT established within its
Satellite Application Facility (SAF) network a dedicated centre, the SAF on Climate
Monitoring (CM SAF, http://www.cmsaf.eu).
The consortium of CM SAF currently comprises the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) as host
institute, and the partners from the Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium (RMIB), the
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI), the Royal Meteorological Institute of the Netherlands
(KNMI), the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), the Meteorological
Service of Switzerland (MeteoSwiss), and the Meteorological Service of the United Kingdom
(UK MetOffice). Since the beginning in 1999, the EUMETSAT Satellite Application Facility on
Climate Monitoring (CM SAF) has developed and will continue to develop capabilities for a
sustained generation and provision of Climate Data Records (CDR’s) derived from
operational meteorological satellites.
In particular the generation of long-term data sets is pursued. The ultimate aim is to make the
resulting data sets suitable for the analysis of climate variability and potentially the detection
of climate trends. CM SAF works in close collaboration with the EUMETSAT Central Facility
and liaises with other satellite operators to advance the availability, quality and usability of
Fundamental Climate Data Records (FCDRs) as defined by the Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS). As a major task the CM-SAF utilizes FCDRs to produce records of
Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) as defined by GCOS. Thematically, the focus of CM SAF
is on ECVs associated with the global energy and water cycle.
Another essential task of CM SAF is to produce data sets that can serve applications related
to the new Global Framework of Climate Services initiated by the WMO World Climate
Conference-3 in 2009. CM SAF is supporting climate services at national meteorological and
hydrological services (NMHSs) with long-term data records but also with data sets produced
close to real time that can be used to prepare monthly/annual updates of the state of the
climate. Both types of products together allow for a consistent description of mean values,
anomalies, variability and potential trends for the chosen ECVs. CM SAF ECV data sets also
serve the improvement of climate models both at global and regional scale.
As an essential partner in the related international frameworks, in particular WMO SCOPECM (Sustained COordinated Processing of Environmental satellite data for Climate
Monitoring), the CM SAF - together with the EUMETSAT Central Facility, assumes the role
as main implementer of EUMETSAT’s commitments in support to global climate monitoring.
This is achieved through:
•
•
•
•
•

Application of highest standards and guidelines as lined out by GCOS for the satellite
data processing,
Processing of satellite data within a true international collaboration benefiting from
developments at international level and pollinating the partnership with own ideas and
standards,
Intensive validation and improvement of the CM SAF climate data records,
Taking a major role in data set assessments performed by research organisations
such as WCRP. This role provides the CM SAF with deep contacts to research
organizations that form a substantial user group for the CM SAF CDRs,
Maintaining and providing an operational and sustained infrastructure that can serve
the community within the transition of mature CDR products from the research
community into operational environments.
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A catalogue of all available CM SAF products is accessible via the CM SAF webpage,
www.cmsaf.eu/. Here, detailed information about product ordering, add-on tools, sample
programs and documentation is provided.
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Introduction

This CM SAF validation report summarises the validation results of the free tropospheric
humidity product (CM-139, FTH_MVIRI). The CM SAF FTH product is compared against
FTH computed on basis of ARSA observations and against UTH from HIRS and AMSUB/MHS observations by considering the systematic difference (bias), the root mean square
difference (RMSD) and the decadal stability (For historical reasons the term FTH refers to the
METEOSAT based product while UTH is used for AMSU-B and HIRS based products in this
report). The FTH product is based on METEOSAT clear sky radiances, ECMWF reanalysis
and cloud cover as well as cloud top pressure information from ISCCP-DX. MVIRI
observations from METEOSAT 2-7 (ISCCP-DX) and SEVIRI (DWD archive) observations
from METEOSAT8-9 are employed. The FTH product has a spatial and temporal resolution
of 0.625° and 3 hours, respectively.
Laboratoire Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) has developed the retrieval algorithm to convert
raw clear sky radiances of the 6.3 µm channel of Meteosat First Generation (MFG,
METEOSAT2-7) into FTH product (Roca et al., 2003; Brogniez et al., 2004; Roca et al.,
2011). LMD has finished the production of the FTH and clear sky radiance data set for MFG
with a temporal sampling of 3 hours and a spatial resolution of 0.625° for the period 19832005 for the nominal position. Within a Research and Operation activity the retrieval and
homogenisation developments at LMD were transferred into the environment at CM SAF in
order to sustain and increase the availability of long temporal records related to atmospheric
humidity at CM SAF. Also in close cooperation with LMD the time series could be extended
into the SEVIRI period and covers now the period July 1983 to December 2009 (see also
Roca et al., 2009, 2012). Figure 1 shows exemplary monthly averaged FTH products during
a winter and summer month as well as an exemplary instantaneous FTH product. Strong
minima in FTH over northern and southern Africa during boreal summer as well strong
maxima in FTH at the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) are evident. The software for
the comparison of METEOSAT data and the ARSA archive has been developed at LMD and
has been recomputed at DWD in cooperation with LMD (Roca et al., 2012).

Figure 1: Instantaneous FTH at 12 UTC on 15 July 2009 (left panel) and monthly averaged
FTH for July (middle panel) and January (right panel) 2009..
Brogniez et al. (2009) assessed the quality of the FTH record for the period 1984 - 2005 by
comparison against a previous ARSA version. They found a bias of -1.2%RH with a standard
deviation of 1.7%RH. The value of the FTH product has been demonstrated e.g., in Brogniez
et al. (2005) who compared the FTH product against 14 climate models in the framework of
the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) phase 2. UTH or upper tropospheric
humidity (UTH) can also be retrieved from HIRS and AMSU-B observations by applying
similar inversion schemes (Shi and Bates, 2011 with coefficients from Soden and Bretherton,
1996, and Bühler et al., 2008). The main difference between the retrievals originates from
differences in spectral response functions which require the computation of different
regression coefficients. AMSU-B and HIRS radiance records have recently been improved by
9
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newly developed bias correction procedures (John et al., 2012 for AMSU-B; Shi and Bates,
2011 for HIRS). Bühler et al. (2008) estimated the theoretical uncertainty of the AMSU-B
based UTH retrieval scheme: 2%RH and 7%RH in bias for low and high values of UTH,
respectively. John et al. (2011) further found a systematic clear sky bias of 9%RH by
sampling the all sky AMSU-B product with the HIRS clear sky mask and comparing the clear
sky and all sky AMSU-B UTH products.
An overview of the datasets utilised for validation is given in section 4. The climatological
comparisons in terms of bias and RMSD between FTH and the other products are shown in
section 5 together with a discussion of the results. Section 6 presents the results on the
decadal stability. Finally, a conclusion and outlook is given in section 7. The appendix
provides an analysis of the quality of the CSR record.
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Data Sets for Comparison with FTH

ARSA - Analysed RadioSoundings Archive

The ARSA version 2.7 has been developed and provided by Atmospheric Radiation Analysis
group at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD), Paris, France. In a first processing
step the worldwide distributed radiosonde stations are quality controlled. E.g., water vapour
observations are considered only when available up to a pressure of 350 hPa at minimum,
and the Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR, also developed at LMD) climatological
data base is used to remove outliers. In a second step existing radiosonde measurements
are combined with other reliable data sources. This step depends on ERA Interim data, also
for extrapolation into upper levels of the atmosphere. Finally, the profiles are interpolated to
the 43 pressure levels of the radiative transfer model 4A (Scott and Chedin, 1981). ARSA
covers the period 1979 to early 2011 with a few 10,000 observations per month. More details
and
access
to
the
data
can
be
found
under
http://ara.abct.lmd.polytechnique.fr/index.php?page=arsa .
In previous studies the CSR quality has been evaluated using a previous version of ARSA
data (Brogniez et al., 2006; Brogniez et al., 2009) showing high quality and stability of the
CSR data.

4.2

HIRS data

The High-resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) instrument record onboard the polarorbiting NOAA and Metop platforms covers the years 1979 to present and provides global
observations in the infrared spectral range. One channel is located in the water vapour
absorption band around 6.7 microns and allows the retrieval of free tropospheric humidity in
a similar way as it is done for FTH from METEOSAT.
NOAA/NESDIS/NCDC developed and kindly provided the recalibrated and homogenised
HIRS water vapour channel FCDR (version v02r01, Shi and Bates, 2011). NOAA12 was
used as reference and the brightness temperatures have been limb-corrected. The radiance
record covers the years 1979 – 2011 with 2.5° spatial resolution and contains monthly
averages.

4.3

AMSU B data

The Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) flies since the 13th of May 1998 on
NOAA15-17 polar orbiting satellites and was replaced by the Microwave Humidity Sounder
(MHS) on NOAA18, NOAA19 and Metop. AMSU-B has five channels that mainly allow for
measuring water vapour and liquid precipitation over land and sea, with three water vapour
channels centred around 183.31 GHz.
Lulea Technical University (LTU) developed and kindly provided UTH records based on
AMSU-B observations (version 2d, see Buehler et al., 2008 for details). The UTH record
covers the period January 1999 to April 2009 and is provided per satellite with a spatial
resolution of 2.5° and as monthly averages. Here, we consider the UTH record from NOAA15
because it has the longest temporal coverage, that is, from January 1999 to April 2009.
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Evaluation of FTH

Methodology

The evaluation approach using ARSA follows the approach given in Brogniez et al. (2006,
2008). The METEOSAT time series has been referenced to the spectral response function of
METEOSAT5. In order to simulate METEOSAT5 observations RTTOV 9.3 has been applied
to ARSA. RTTOV also provides standard Jacobians. These are converted to Jacobians with
respect to relative humidity which are used for integration of ARSA data to be consistent with
FTH from METEOSAT. The region within ±45° N/S and ±45°E/W and the period July 1983December 2009 is considered for the comparison against ARSA.

The following selection criteria are applied during validation:
1) Night time only to avoid potentially remaining issues with radiosonde quality in the
upper troposphere,
2) FTH>5% so that potential surface contributions are reduced,
3) Absolute radiance differences < 3 K and simulated and observed BTs > 220 K in
order to minimise cloud detection uncertainties.
The latter criterion is reasonable in view of the expected upper bound to the quality of the
METEOSAT time series (Van de Berg, 1995; Roca et al. (2009)) and in view of the upper
bound of FTH=100%. Two pairs of ARSA and METEOSAT observations are considered as
collocated when the temporal and spatial distances are within 1.5 hours and 0.625°,
respectively. Within the cooperation between LMD and CM SAF (Roca et al., 2012) the
validation software for comparing FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA has been
reprogrammed and successfully tested at CM SAF.
When looking at the work of Brunel and Turner (2003) which is referenced in the RTTOV v9
user guide the uncertainty of RTTOV with respect to the METEOSAT water vapour channel is
<0.1 K in bias with a standard deviation of >0.3 K.
As uncertainty parameters the systematic relative difference, here bias, the corresponding
root mean square difference (RMSD, bias corrected) and the decadal stability are determined
on monthly basis and as spatial averages. Relative and absolute units are in % and %RH,
respectively. The uncertainty parameters are only considered when the number of valid
observations is larger than 10. The product requirements for FTH (CM-139) are given in
Table 1.
Table 1: Requirements for the FTH (CM-139) product as given in the PRD [RD 1].
Uncertainty values are given for spatial mean values and monthly averages. Regional
larger deviations may occur.
Threshold

Target

Optimal

Bias

15%

4%

2%

RMSD

20%

9%

5%

Decadal
stability

2%/decade

1%/decade

0.26%/decade
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For the comparisons against HIRS the full period from July 1983 – December 2009 and the
region within ±20°N/S and ±45°E/W are used. The restriction in spatial coverage for the
comparison against HIRS originates from a recommendation from Lei Shi (personal
communication). In order to convert the HIRS FCDR into UTH the formula described in
Soden and Bretherton (1996) has been simplified and applied: The p0 parameter has been
neglected which explains the above restriction in spatial coverage (p0 dependency on
latitude is given in Soden and Bretherton, 1996). The METEOSAT CSR record has been
averaged onto the HIRS grid. Then, FTH from METEOSAT has been computed as described
in RD-3. Only the humidity product has been compared due to the limb-correction applied to
the HIRS observations.
For the comparisons against UTH from AMSU-B the period from January 1999 – December
2008 and the region within ±45°N/S and ±45°E/W are used. The METEOSAT FTH record
has been averaged onto the UTH AMSU-B grid.
FTH from HIRS is based on limb-corrected values. The HIRS record is a clear sky record
while the AMSU-B record is an all sky record, in contrast to FTH being available under clear
sky and low level cloud conditions. The NOAA satellites sample the diurnal cycle depending
on orbit characteristics. A consideration of the local overpass time in computing monthly
averages from METEOSAT is not straight forward due to the orbital drifts of the NOAA
satellites. A strong annual cycle is observed in the comparisons of FTH and UTH products
(not shown), with pronounced minima in summer. Therefore, UTH from HIRS and from
AMSU-B are used to assess the degree of homogeneity of FTH from METEOSAT on basis of
yearly averages and to confirm results based comparisons against ARSA.

5.2

Evaluation results

The full time series of monthly averages of relative bias, relative RMSD and number of valid
observations N is shown in Figure 2. The time series averages of bias, RMSD and N are 3.2%, 16.8% and 170, respectively. However, the bias and N exhibit strong fluctuations over
time. Note that neither small (with a minimum of 10) nor large values of N systematically
coincide with extreme bias values – the correlation between N and the relative bias is -0.01.
Besides several local maxima and minima in bias the following features are evident:
•

Increase in bias between summer 1988 and summer 1990,

•

Maximum in bias in January 1996, with generally spurious biases in 1996.

These features likely originate from changes in calibration applications or instrumentation, as
it has been discussed in the Appendix. The main difference is that the observed features
appear enhanced in the relative bias in FTH due to the exponential relation between CSR
and FTH and the normalisation. Also, sharp summer minima in bias are visible frequently.
These minima are less evident prior to 2001. The sharp minima in bias during summer are
likely caused by increased uncertainties in the FTH retrieval in presence of small FTH values
(see Figure 1 for the summer minima in FTH and RD 3).
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Figure 2: Bias, RMSD and number of valid observations between FTH from METEOSAT and
FTH from ARSA. Bias and RMSD values are given in relative terms. The thick dashed and
the thin dotted lines mark homogenisation and major radiometric events. The time series
averages of bias and RMSD are also given. Solid vertical lines indicate threshold (blue),
target (green) and optimum (red) uncertainty.
The RMSD exhibits less strong variations than the bias and a slight decrease over time
between 1988 and 2006.
99.7% of the monthly average biases are within threshold accuracy, and target and optimum
accuracy are exceeded in 53% and 32% of the cases, respectively. RMSD meets the
threshold accuracy in 93% and rarely exceeds target or optimum accuracy. The average full
time series correlation is 0.9.
Figure 3 shows absolute bias, RMSD and N. The time series averages of bias and RMSD
are -1.1% and 4.6%, respectively. The majority of features are similar as in the relative bias
and RMSD plots but appear damped. The most obvious difference is the missing decrease in
RMSD. It seems that the absolute RMSD is stable over time and that the normalisation to
FTH causes the decrease in relative RMSD, an indication for a general increase in FTH.
Note that the normalisation is done relative to FTH from ARSA. It also seems that the annual
14
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cycle of the bias is less pronounced. The normalisation amplifies the annual cycle because
the months of July and August exhibit strongest minima and largest areas of dry regions.

Figure 3: As Figure 2 showing absolute values.
The full time series average spatial distribution of the bias and N are presented in Figure 4. It
is obvious that the majority of stations contribute with less than 10 observations to the full
time series bias. The validation is dominated by observations over land, as expected. The
majority of biases are small, showing positive and negative values, with number of negative
values exceeding the number of positive values.
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of bias (left panel) and number of valid observations (N, right
panel). Bias and N have been determined on values from full time series comparisons
between FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA. The bias is plotted only for N>10.
Finally, Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA as well
as a histogram of the bias between both data sets. In both plots a bias between FTH from
METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA is obvious, with the ARSA based FTH values being larger
than the METEOSAT based FTH values. The histogram of the bias peaks at small negative
values and is slightly skewed to negative values.

Figure 5: Histogram of the bias (left panel) and a scatter plot (right panel) of FTH from
METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA.
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Decadal stability

In order to assess the decadal stability of the FTH product the time-series of monthly mean
differences to the corresponding ARSA reference data set has been analysed.
Figure 6 shows the bias for the time period from July 1983 to December 2009. Obviously the
linear regression to the bias is within the target stability accuracy. The decadal stability is
0.5±0.45%. Note that the uncertainty of the decadal stability is relatively large, and is also
directly evident when looking at the relatively strong variability of the bias (standard deviation
of the bias: 4.5%).

Figure 6: Relative bias between FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA versus time.
The red line shows the linear fit to the bias, the green line marks the constant scenario
and the dark and light grey shaded areas mark the threshold and target requirements on
stability.
Figure 7 shows a time series of the bias between FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from
ARSA, UTH from HIRS as well as UTH from AMSU-B. The level of the bias between FTH
from METEOSAT and UTH from HIRS as well as between FTH from METEOSAT and UTH
from AMSU-B has been shifted to ease the interpretation with respect to stability. The
agreement in temporal evolution of the bias is reasonably evident. Only the spread in bias is
larger in the comparison to the HIRS based UTH data. It can be concluded that both
additional analyses support the above conclusion that the FTH record is very homogeneous,
if not stable. This is an encouraging result because the HIRS radiance climate data record is
accepted to be a reference in terms of stability.
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Figure 7: Relative bias between FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA, UTH from
HIRS as well as UTH from AMSU-B. Thick lines show yearly averages of bias computed
from monthly averages. The thin black line are monthly biases between FTH from
METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA as in top panel of Figure 2. The biases to the other two
satellite products have been shifted to allow better assessment of the degree of
homogeneity.
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Conclusions

Based on the comparison of FTH from METEOSAT against FTH derived from the ARSA
archive by using Jacobians for integration of the ARSA profiles, the average bias and RMSD
are -3.2% and 16.8%, respectively.
Furthermore, the threshold requirements of bias and RMSD as defined in AD-1 are met in
~100% and 93% of the cases, respectively. The bias is in 32% of the cases within optimal
requirement (see Table 2 for more information).
Table 2: Summary of the validation results against ARSA. Given are percentages of monthly
means within the specified accuracies. The requirements are defined in [RD-1] and have
been repeated in section 5.1. Regional larger deviations may occur. Results on decadal
stability are discussed in the text.
Averages
[%]

Threshold

Target

Optimal

Bias

-3.2

~100%

53%

32%

RMSD

16.8

93%

1.4%

~0%

The decadal stability is 0.5±0.45% and well within target requirement. The relatively high
degree of homogeneity has been confirmed by comparison against UTH from HIRS and from
AMSU-B by considering yearly averages.
It can be assumed that the FTH data record’s quality will increase with the availability of a
FCDR for the METEOSAT time series. During the generation of the FCDR, the data quality in
the late 80s and in 1996 requires closer investigations, and the inclusion of METEOSAT6
observations is also desirable. Finally, all transitions where the homogenisation scheme has
been applied require close investigations after the availability of the FCDR.
In near future the HIRS and AMSU-B Level 1 and UTH data records will be updated. When
UTH data is available the evaluation against FTH from METEOSAT can be repeated
considering collocated observations.
We finally conclude that the FTH data record has good quality in terms of bias, RMSD and
decadal stability.
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Appendix – CSR evaluation

The Clear Sky Radiances are fundamental input to retrieve FTH. The CSR data set is
available from CM SAF as auxiliary data set. The July 1983 – June 2005 has been provided
by LMD, and its quality has been described in detail in Brogniez et al. (2006, 2009). The CSR
extension from July 2005 – December 2009 has been produced at DWD. We present
evaluation results for CSR here to briefly discuss its quality and to provide a base line for the
validation of the FTH product.
During the comparison of FTH from METEOSAT and FTH from ARSA the CSR is compared
against the simulated METEOSAT5 using ARSA as input in an interim validation step. The
results are summarised in Figure 8. Note that the METEOSAT6 period is not part of the
product because of various instabilities in its calibration.
The average bias and RMSD are 0.0 K and 1.3 K, respectively and exhibit good quality when
keeping in mind the expected upper limit of the METEOSAT accuracy of 1 K (van de Berg,
1995). The standard deviation of the bias, 0.3 K, and the high level of homogeneity are
indicators for the good stability of the record.
When looking into the details the following features are identified: Small change in bias and
RMSD over the period summer 1988 – summer 1990 and spurious bias in 1996, with the
maximum absolute bias in January 1996. The jump in 1996 is likely caused by a change in
ISCCP calibration approaches (see Brogniez et al., 2006). An application of the
homogenisation scheme is not appropriate because the homogenisation would be applied to
December 1995 and January 1996 and therefore involves the seeming outlier for
homogenisation. The change in bias and RMSD seems to start with METEOSAT3
observations and is overlaid by a small abrupt change with a change from METEOSAT 3 to
METEOSAT 4. The change is small and METEOSAT3 exhibited spurious behaviour also in
other studies (e.g., Posselt et al., 2012).
The results are similar to the results given in Brogniez et al. (2009), in particular also the
results for the period summer 1988 – summer 1990. Identical results can not be expected
because ARSA archive has been updated and the CSR data have been recomputed at LMD
in the meantime.
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Figure 8: As Figure 3 but for CSR.
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10 Glossary

ARSA
ATBD
AVHRR
BT
CDOP
CM SAF
CNRS
CSR
DWD
ECMWF
ECV
EPS
EUMETSAT
FCDR
FMI
FTH
GCOS
GSICS
IOP
ISCCP-DX
KNMI
LMD
MVIRI
NetCDF
NWP
PRD
PUM
RMIB
RMSD
SAF
SCOPE-CM
SEVIRI
SMHI
WUI

Analysed RadioSoundings Archive
Algorithm Theoretical Baseline Document
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
Brightness Temperature
Continuous Development and Operations Phase
Satellite Application Facility on Climate Monitoring
Centre national de la recherche scientifique
Clear Sky Radiance
Deutscher Wetterdienst (German MetService)
European Centre for Medium Range Forecast
Essential Climate Variable
European Polar System
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites
Fundamental Climate Data Record
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Free Tropospheric Humidity
Global Climate Observing System
Global Space based Inter-Calibration System
Initial Operations Phase
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project, DX type
Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Institut
Laboratoire Météorologie Dynamique
Meteosat Visible Infra-Red Imager
Network Common Data Format
Numerical Weather Prediction
Product Requirement Document
Product User Manual
Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium
Root Mean Square Difference
Satellite Application Facility
Sustained, Coordinated Processing of Environmental Satellite Data
for Climate Monitoring
Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
Web User Interface
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